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We are looking forward to seeing what
the 2020 debut of Busou Shinki Battle
Conductor will look like, with the full
expansion being a guaranteed buy for
most people, but also looking forward to
additional DLCs like the newly
announced Busou Shinki R. It is also
worth noting that the Busou Shinki Battle
Masters Kickstarter campaign does not
currently have any DLC listed, though
that may change with additional DLCs to
be announced. Still, there is nothing
stopping other projects that wish to
utilize Busou Shinki Battle Masters Mk2
assets from announcing DLCs now. It is
possible that if a game were to be
announced, it would be the first DLC,
with other follow-up DLCs being
announced over time. Note that this
article is based on the main assets of
Busou Shinki Battle Masters Mk2.
However, not all of the assets in it are
necessarily at their absolute final state.
These articles are meant to provide a
complete overview of the entire project,
not necessarily what is immediately
playable at the moment. The usual sub-
divisions can be done within the 6 Shinki
species, with every Shinki being able to
be at level 1 through 12. The only skill
being available at start-up are standard
weapons. Each Shinki can be equipped
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with Tetsubo (Bouquet, Flower), Orisumu
(Cup), Teine (Fan), Nagura (Snail),
Shichirin (Peacock), and Aisora
(Butterfly), with certain weapons being
usable according to the species. These
elements will hopefully be extended in
future DLCs for this game. Other than
the weapons there is also the
aforementioned weapon and skill that
are exclusive to Shinkis, or Shinkis with
those given weapons.
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the game does however show a lot of
potential, especially for competitive
gameplay, and if it takes off, konami

might very well take it down the e-sports
route like they did with bombergirl.
either way, fans of the busou shinki

franchise have been starving for new
content in the years since battle rondo

and the action figure line were
discontinued, and battle conductor

should be something that most would
want to check out. would i recommend

this even to foreigners sure! why not. its
an awesome game! not trying it would
be a great sin. ignoring it because it
might not be mainstream is simple-

minded for those not trying it. let your
curiosity roam free! try and guess your
way through the dialogue, fight battles,

and use any guides without spoiling
yourself.much. busou shinki line is quite

rewarding, yet the fellow figure and
anime gamers dont realize it. stay on the

main road where its safe! nah!
experiment and youll discover new

things! the game revolves around you
raising a shinki while training them to

battle in various tournaments. they are
15 cm customizable battle robots that
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have full ai and live ammunition that
behave similar to humans, yet require

charging like any other electronic device.
you can take them on the go, customize
them, and choose how they may fight,

for better or worse. eminem encore
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